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QuickerTek Produces Powerful External Battery for 2015 Type-C MacBook
Published on 08/18/15
QuickerTek announces the 2015 Type-C MacBook External Battery. This battery is the only
product of its kind, featuring the USB 3.1 adaptor cable necessary to power and charge the
2015 Apple 12-inch MacBook. This battery's base unit charges the MacBook for 8 extra hours
of run time, utilizing the highest charge density of Li-Ion polymer batteries available.
Users of the newest model MacBook are no longer confined to powering and charging their
MacBook only where a power outlet is available.
Wichita, Kansas - QuickerTek, the technology leader in mobile power and wireless
networking products for Apple computers, is proud to announce the 2015 Type-C MacBook
External Battery. This battery is the only product of its kind, featuring the USB 3.1
adaptor cable necessary to power and charge the 2015 Apple 12-inch MacBook. Users of the
newest model MacBook are no longer confined to powering and charging their MacBook only
where a power outlet is available.
This battery's base unit charges the MacBook for 8 extra hours of run time, utilizing the
highest charge density of Li-Ion polymer batteries available. (Other units feature 48
hours of extra run time.) It also includes a light weight 3D case, allowing QuickerTek to
custom build the battery in any size. PCM and Smart Charging protection is included in the
design so cells will not overheat, over or under charge.
Another exciting quality of this battery is the way in which the user can check its charge
status. Instead of LED indicators, this battery includes a button which can be pushed by
the user, and the battery will send a message via Bluetooth 4.0 LE to their iPhone, iPad
or MacBook displaying the charge status.
You can use this product in conjunction with QuickerTek's new 30 Watt 2015 Type-C MacBook
Solar panel as well.
2015 Type-C MacBook External Battery Features:
* Increases 2015 MacBook's run time by 8 hours
* Utilizes the highest charge density Li-Ion polymer batteries available
* Battery charge status via Bluetooth 4.0 LE to iPhone, iPad or MacBook
* Custom 3D printed case
* Can be recharged via Apple's OEM charger or included 120/240vac smart charger
* PCM and Smart Charging in design so cells will not overheat or over/under charge
* Can be recharged via the 30 Watt 2015 Type-C MacBook Solar Panel from QuickerTek
* Includes the standard USB Type-C (3.1) connector cable
Specifications:
* Weight (Base Unit): 0.9 lb.
* Dimensions: 3/4" x 3 7/8" x 5"
QuickerTek:
http://www.quickertek.com/
MacBook External Battery:
http://www.quickertek.com/products/cjuicz.html
High Resolution Pictures:
http://www.quickertek.com/media.html
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QuickerTek has been a recognized leading innovator of power/solar products, antennas and
RF products for the Apple community. QuickerTek products can be purchased online and from
authorized resellers. Copyright (C) 2009-2015 QuickerTek. All Rights Reserved. Apple, and
the Apple logo, and MacBook Pro are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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